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To:  The BBC Trust - BBC Editorial Guidelines consultation team 
From  Audience Council for Wales 
Date:   December 2009 
Re: BBC Editorial Guidelines Consultation 
 
The Audience Council for Wales gave careful consideration to the draft BBC 
Editorial Guidelines, and discussed the issues relating to them with other AC 
colleagues at the Audience Councils Conference in Salford in October 2009. The 
Council also requested specific comments on the issues involved at audience 
outreach events in Cardiff (involving opinion formers from Wales-wide 
organisations), Llandrindod and Pwllheli between September and November 
2009. The Council has drawn on comments made on these issues by members 
of the public at its outreach meetings with the BBC’s audiences held during the 
past three years for this response. 
 
Accuracy and impartialityAccuracy and impartialityAccuracy and impartialityAccuracy and impartiality    
The BBC is generally considered to be accurate and impartial in its output and its 
News and Current Affairs programming is widely respected – “I know that the 
BBC is impartial. I trust the BBC” (participants at the ACW public meeting held in 
Rhosllannerchrugog, April 2009). While trust in the BBC has been compromised 
in the minds of audiences by past editorial breaches, more recent outreach 
events have indicated that audiences consider that the BBC has done enough to 
regain their trust.  People think that it should now move on from being overly 
apologetic. It has been said that its priority should instead be to assert its 
independence from political interference and not be constantly swayed by short-
term ‘tactical’ considerations – “The BBC is cowering under the onslaught at the 
moment. It should be rising to the challenge of resisting political pressure” 
(Participant at the ACW event with Wales National Pensioners Forum, April 2009).  
 
The ACW considers that the explanation of due accuracy and due impartiality 
was clearly explained in the guidelines but feels that there is a danger that too 
great an emphasis on impartiality, with too many views on a given subject being 
solicited, potentially leading to bland or boring listening/viewing/reading. On 
some issues where views are divided the Council considers that the BBC must 
have the confidence. where appropriate. to speak with authority 
 
Harm and OffenceHarm and OffenceHarm and OffenceHarm and Offence    
The ACW was generally surprised by the lack of interest in this matter amongst 
members of the public with whom it has engaged recently.  ACW interprets this 
as suggesting that the BBC gets it right most of the time ("People tell me that 
there's a lot more sex and violence on telly nowadays but I never manage to find 
it!” – participant at the ACW event in Llandrindod, October 2009). However, 
when the BBC does get it wrong – as in the case of the Ross/Brand affair – then 
audiences are genuinely concerned, and this concern spans the generations. In 
outreach events for members of the audience ranging from those in their 
teenage years to those in their twilight years, there was a consensus that 
“Jonathan Ross and Russell Brand deserved to be punished for their comments 
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on Radio 2, but I hope that Ross returns to the BBC’s output in due course” (ACW 
meeting with students at the University of Aberystwyth (October 2008). 
 
A concern more often expressed is with swearing in output – particularly when it 
is perceived not to be editorially justified. In this context too, there seemed to 
be no significant difference in generational attitudes towards swearing (“We 
were around during the swinging sixties you know”) participant at ACW event 
with Wales National Pensioners Forum, April 2009) but there was a difference in 
attitude depending on location, with those living in more rural areas appearing 
to be more aware of bad language. The point was raised in several events that 
current output seemed to be less clever at conveying the sense of swearing than 
past programmes with Porridge cited as an example where the script had 
managed to convey the sentiment associated with swearing without using the 
actual swear words. It was also felt that swearing – while it hadn’t become more 
frequent in the BBC’s output in recent years – was still too prevalent, and when it 
occurred diminished the audience as well as the person who swore. 
 
Aggressive behaviour was considered subject to the context, though concern 
was expressed at aggressive or humiliating behaviour in comedy programmes. 
At several events audience members said that they considered Gavin and Stacey 
to be a paragon of comedy since it invited audiences to laugh with the 
characters in the drama rather than inviting the audience to laugh at them. 
Concern was expressed during outreach events at conduct designed to humiliate 
which appeared to be at odds with the BBC’s anti-bullying campaign. Anne 
Robinson’s conduct in The Weakest Link was perceived to be invariably 
hectoring and aggressive towards contestants. At a recent ACW public meeting 
in Llandrindod one person said “There seems to be a tendency to humiliate 
people for the audience’s enjoyment. The Weakest Link, Masterchef and Strictly 
Come Dancing make voting off something for the audience to revel in. Schools 
have problems with bullying and this sort of encouragement of humiliation, 
making it acceptable, must contribute to bullying being felt acceptable too.” 
 
Overall Clarity of the Editorial GuidelinesOverall Clarity of the Editorial GuidelinesOverall Clarity of the Editorial GuidelinesOverall Clarity of the Editorial Guidelines    
The ACW expressed some concern at the 190 page length of the latest iteration. 
While recognising that audiences rightly have higher expectations of the BBC 
than other broadcasters the Council considered that the Editorial Guidelines 
should avoid inhibiting creativity and resist the temptation to over-react to 
pressure groups or political pressure. 
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